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Abstract
In the late 1950ûs, Noam Chomsky and Moris Halle broke new ground by introducing
the Generative School of Phonology.  This school beleives that  phonological structure echoes
the linguistic competence of the speakers of particular langauges.  Speakers are able to
compute a phonetic representation for the infinite number of sentences generated by the
grammar.  Generative phonology consists of five crucial components-levels of phonological
representation (underlying form and surface form), phonological rules, derivations, distinctive
features, and linearity.  In this paper, two generative phonological models are examined.  Even
though a constraint-based model or Optimality Theory (OT) can solve the duplication problem,
a rule-based model still exists for some reasons.  This study does not intend to identify which
model is the better between the two. Rather, both models account for phonological alternations
in differnt ways.
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Introduction
Before the 1990s, a rule-based model (RBM) played a significant role in employing rules
to account for natural languagesû alternations.  However, nothing lasts forever.  Since the 1990s, as
a new model of phonological derivation, constraint-based model, or Optimality Theory (OT), has come
into prominence.   Rules fall from grace and the explantory burden is placed enitrely on constraitns
of Universal Gammar (UG). This article demonstrates two models in which phonological alternations
have been made. First, a concept of rule-based model, which reveals changes in the representation
so as to make it conform to the requirements of the language, is discussed.  Then, the concept of
OT, which focuses on a ranking of a set of violable and universal output constraints, is investigated
with related examples. The final part wraps up the striking points of the two models.
1. Rule-Based Model
Phonological Rules: Why do they matter?
Rule-based model (RBM) 1 uses phonological rules to account for the patterns of speech
sounds in our mind.  The rules help us track down what happens in our mind (the underlying forms)
before we hear the words or sentences (the surface forms).  For instance, the word ùlinkû is pronounced
 rather than    Why is the former, not the latter?  Why and how does an  come out?
It looks like something must occur in our brain before we hear it.  Therefore, what is going on in our
__________
1Rule-based model (RBM) can be called in different names such as a derivational approach, a traditional approach, a traditional
model, a rule-based theory, a rule-based approach, etc.
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brain requires phonological rules to account for.  This traditional approach is related to  the Sound
Pattern of Englsih,  Chomsky and  Halle  (1968)  Called a derivational approach, RBP states that rules
must be ordered except the first rule; that is, an output of the previous rule serves as an input of
the follwoing rule.  After all the appropriate changes have been made, the correct form (surface
representation) sufaces.  In other words, the surface form of the expression is derived in a series of
structural changing operations from the underlying form.
Below is a general form:
A  ➞ B / C__D
This form shows that A sound (the focus of the change) changes into B sound (the structural
change), if A is between C and D.  A change from the phonemic underlying form to the actual phonetic




To put it simply, a phonological rule is formulated to connect the mind and the mouth.
Underlying Forms         Distribution Statements Surface Forms
/phonemic level/ phonological rules [phonetic level]
Consider the following data set from American English.
How do phonologists account for this phenomenon?  Obviously a /t/ and a /d / become
a flap    The next step is to find out the environment in which the flap occurs.  What we see is
that the flap occurs between vowels (or an intervocalic position) in an unstressed syllable.  Now, use
a general form to formulate a rule.
➞
➞
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[t, d]  ➞ /  [-cons]________ [  V      -stress ]
(Gussenhoven; &  Jacobs.  2003: 97)
Another easy way to formaulate the rule is following:
Alveolar stop  ➞ flap / v____v
unstressed
(Finegan.  1999: 119)




RBP also requires a constraint2.  In this case, the constraint provides a very specific
enviroment in which a flap occurs in both an intervocalic position and an unstressed syllable.  When
a constraint and a rule appear to do the same work, this inherent drawback of the traditional model
is known as the duplication problem  (Kenstowicz ; &  Kissenberth.  1977: 136).  An interesting question
is: if RBP has some problems, why does it still exist?  For one important reason, phonological rules
are applied in sequence, and they could express generalizations in simple ways.
Next, consider another example of the English plural suffixes3.   Then, use RBM to account
for the following set of data.
__________
2 A constraint refers to a condition which restricts the application of a rule to ensure tht the well formed structure is established.
It is an argument adduced in favor of OT over RBP in that one should not have both constraints and rules if constraints alone
can account for everything (McCarthy 2002: 243).  What can be found in OT is a markedness constaint , namely *t/*dinter. This
point will be addressed later in the discussion of OT constraints.3 This part does not consider irregular plural formation such as man-men, child-children, sheep-sheep, crisis-crises, foot-feet, ox-
oxen,  etc.  In addition, since this paper focuses on phonology,  the interaction between phonology and morphology or
morphophonemics is beyound the scope of this study.
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The question is: how do we find the underlying forms?  The underlying form can be the çleast
predictableé form or the çelsewhereé form which reveals wideness of distribution.   In the first column,
we know that [-s] always come after only a voiceless segment. In the second column, all sibilants
are followed by   The last column shows a wider distribution than the
other two.  That is, [-z] can come after either a voiced segment or a vowel such as  cabs,
 keys, respectively. Consequently, [-z] is an underlying form of the English plural.  Two
phonological rules are involved.
1. Schwa insertion rule (epenthesis rule)
/z/ ➞  / sibilants +______ #
(Finegan.  1999: 126)
-cons
Another way to say is: ∅ ➞ - hi     / +strid       - +strid
+back  +cor +cor
-tns
2. Devoicing rule (assimilation rule)
/z/ ➞ voiceless / voiceless +______#
(Finegan.  1999: 127)
Below is another way to formulate the rule.
[- son] ➞ [- voice] / [- voice] ___#
(Gussenhoven; & Jacobs.  2003: 94)
Both rules are phonetically grounded.  That is, the avoidence of a sibilant cluster, resolved
by the inseration of schwa, follows from the difficulties associated with the articulation and  perception
of such clusters. Voice assimilation comes about as a result of inertia of vocal fold activity4.   Now,
consider how these two rules work.
__________
4 At this point, phonology and phonetics are very interrelated.  Phonology is concerned with how sounds are organized into abstract
systems, whereas phonetics deals with the physiological and acoustic properties of the sounds themselves.  In other words,
phonetics tells us how sounds are made, perceived, and classified.
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UF
What happened if the second rule (devoicing rule) would be applied first?
UF: underlying form (phonemic level); SF: surfaceform (phonetic level)
Obviously, the order of phonological rules is crucial.  Devoicing rule must follow schwa
insertion rule.  Notice that devoicing rule reflects an assimilation process, specifically a regressive
assimilation process, in which the following segment influences the previous one.  The rule appears
to be significantly constrainted to allow only a certain feature to occur in a particular enviroment.  Once
again, RBP seems to have both rule and constraint at the same time.  Rules are ordered serially or
sequentially5. It can be concluded that RBP has two major basic elements. One is there are two main
levels of represention: input representation and output representation.  Second, the mapping from
both levels is guided, and constrainted, by rules.  Surface forms result from rule application.
2. Constraint-Based Model or OT
Constraint-based model or Optimality Theory is a theory of constraint interaction.  It was
first proposed at the start of the 1990s by Alan Prince & Paul Smolensky, but it has become widely
__________
5 Note that even though English plural forms and past forms have two similar rules, the forms of phonological rules are different,
as in: Assimilation rule: /d/ ➞ voiceless / voiceless +______#
Insertion rule: /d/  ➞  / alveolar stop +___ # (Finegan.  1999: 128)




known through the work of John McCarty.  As a new model of phonology, rules are abandoned and
the explanatory burden is placed entirely on contraints.  The focus is placed on the output.  The theory
proposes that the grammars of all languages have a set of constraints which are a part of Universal
Grammar or the innate language knowledge that humans have.  Constraints are universal and present
in all grammars.  Kager (1999) claims that OT recognizess two types of constraints: markedness and
faithfulness.  The markedness constraint requires a structure to be unmarked; it prohibits any marked
forms from appearing on the surface. The major force or constraint counterbalancing markedness
is faithfulness to lexical contrasts.  Faithfulness refers to the relation between the surface form and
their lexical representation or the underlying form.  That is, the input forms should match the output
form.  In other words, the input form must be faithful to the output form.  No changes are allowed.
There are three basic components of the theory:
1. GEN generates the list of possible outputs, or candidates.
2. CON provides the criteria, violable constraints(markedness and faithfulness constraints),
used to decide between candidates.
3. EVAL chooses the optimal candidate based on the constraints.
In OT, an evaluation of output candidates by a set of ranked constraints can be shown by a tableau.
To draw a clearer picture, below is an example.
C1 C2 C3 _A
* * *** B
* **!
The tableau above shows that there are three main constraints C1, C2, and C3, where C1
dominates C2, which dominates C3 (C1 >> C2 >> C3).   A is optimal if it does better than B on the
highest ranking constraint which assigns them a different number of violations. If A and B tie on C1,
but A does better than B on C2, A is optimal, even if A has many more violations (with a number
of asterisks) of C3 than B.  A ù!û indicates the fatal violation for the candidate (so the winning candidate
should not have a ù!û in its violation profile)
The one which survived is called the optimal output candidate, which is most harmonic with
respect to the set of ranked constraints, and it is marked by the pointing finger ☞. It is also a type
of well-formedness. All less harmonic candidates are ill-formed.  In this theory, perfect output forms
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cannot exist since every output form violates at least one constraint.  In other words, only one form
wins, optimally but never perfectly. The next question is: how can OT deal with a flap segment?  Four
constraints are formulated.  Three faithfulness constraints are:
MAX-IO: Input segments must have output correspondent (no deletion)
DEP-IO: Output segments must have input correspondent (no insertion)
IDENT-IO: The specification for the feature of an input segment must be preserved in its
output correspondent (no replacement)
(Kager.  1999: 67)
A relevant markedness constraint I propose is below. *t/*dinter: t and d cannot occur both
in an intervocalic position and an unstressed syllable.
The ranking of the first three constraints (MAX-IO, DEP-IO, *t/*dinter) does not make any
difference as long as IDENT-IO is in the lowest position.  Otherwise, candidates (b) and (c) can be
the winner.  In OT, there is only one winner. Candidate (b) is fatal because the [t] is deleted, which
violates MAX-IO.
A fatal candidate can be identified by *!.  Candidate (c) is ill-formed since the [t] occurs in
an intervocalic position, which violates *t/*dinter.  Like candidate (a), candidate (d) violates IDEN-IO.
Worse, it is out because it violates a higher ranking constraint or DEP-IO. Like candidate (d), candidate
(e) violates not only DEPT-IO, but a markedness constraint or *t/*dinter.  Clearly, the optimal candidate
is the one which violates the lowest constraint.  Notice that dotted lines show that constraints are
not ranked relative to each other; solid lines means constraints are ranked relative to each other.  Now,
employ OT to the English plural suffix.  It turns out that five constraints are formulated.  Below are
two markedness constraints6.
__________
6 Gussenhoven, Carlos and Jacobs, Haike (2003) propose the following two markedness constraints in the English plural suffix.
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*ss: Sibilant clusters are not allowed.
*AGREE [voice]: Adjacent obstruents must match for voicing.
(Wikipedia.  2012)
Notice that *ss and *AGREE [voice] are equivalent to schwa insertion rule and devoicing rule,
respectively. Three faithfulness constraints are:
MAX-IO : Input segments must have output correspondent.
DEP-IO : Output segments must have input correspondent.
IDENT-IO : The specification for the feature of an input segment must be preserved in its output
correspondent.
Tableau II  *ss, *AGREE [voice], MAX-IO >> DEP-IO, IDENT-IO
Candidate (d) plays a crucial role to have a strict ranking between DEP-IO and MAX-IO.
Otherwise, there is no optimal form. It does not matter if DEP-IO is outranked IDENT-IO since both
candidates (b) and (e) violate more constraints than candidate (a).  This shows that lower-ranked
constraint can be violated by the optimal output, but its violation must be minimal.  Unlike a
rule-based model, OT concerns how constraints are ranked.   We can conclude that the ranking in
Tableau II is: *ss, *AGREE [voice], MAX-IO >> DEP-IO, INDENT-IO.
Consider the word ùcatû by using the above constraint ranking.
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Tableau III  *ss, *AGREE [voice], MAX-IO >> DEP-IO, IDENT-IO
Tableau III reveals that IDENT-IO must be ranked in the lowest position.  Otherwise candidate
(b) will be another winner, which contradicts the theory.  That is, there is only one winner.   So, the
dotted line must be changed into a solid line between the two constraints.   Before making any
changes, consider another word to assure that DEP-IP must be ranked in a higher position than
IDENT-IO.
Tableau IV  *ss, *AGREE [voice], MAX-IO >> DEP-IO, IDENT-IO
Tableau IV shows that candidate (a) is a clean winner.  There is no violation.  Thus, Tableau III
proves that a solid line is required to make DEP-IO outranked IDENT-IO.  As a result, a new tableau
or Tableau V is needed.
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Tableau V  *ss, *AGREE [voice], MAX-IO >> DEP-IO >> IDENT-IO
A new ranking is: *ss, *AGREE [voice], MAX-IO>> DEP-IO >> INDENT-IO.  The ranking of
the first three constraints does not matter.  On the other hand, the ranking of the last two constraints
matter.  In sum,  five tableaux show that in OT, languages strive for well-formedness, and phonology
operates so as to increase well-formedness without phonological rules.  Instead, a set of ranked
constraints examines the set of all possible output representations for a given input, and assigns
degrees of well-formedness to these; the optimal member of this set is chosen as the preferred, or
optimal, output.  A highly ranked constraint is the one that must be satisfied.  It cannot be violated.
A lower ranked constraint is satisfied if possible, but not at the expense of a higher-ranked one.
Conclusion
The role of phonological rules is to express phonological structure of a particular language.
Rules are also ordinarily taken to represent specific derivational instructions, or steps along the path
relating underlying or deep to surface representations. In OT, the list of markedness and faithfulness
constraints evaluates a set of possible output candidates to find the optimal candidate which violates
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the fewest number of constraints. A shift from ordered rules to well-formedness constraints, giving
rise to Optimality Theory does not mean that one is better than the other.  RBM and OT provide
different ways to satisfy syllable structure target.  Sharing certain aspects together, both models
explicitly encode markedness directly in the grammar.  For instance, *ss and *AGREE [voice] are
equivalent to a schwa insertion rule and a devoicing rule, respectively.  Like Yoshimoto (2002), I agree
that OT analysis provides more generalization than the old model.  * AGREE [voice] can be employed
to account for English plural forms and English past forms.  RBM needs to state devoicing or
assimilation rule.  separately although both English plural and past forms share the same name or
assimilation rule.  However, even though optimalists claim that OT focuses on the output, I argue that
the theory does not obviously ignore the input in the spite the fact that it has Richness of the Base
(ROTB), which refers that there are no restrictions on the input for the grammar.  Anything that is
a logically possible linguistic representation should also be a possible input for the grammar of any
language.  A good example can be seen in faithfulness constraints matching the features between
input and output representation.  As a result, both RBM and OT pay attention to underlying and surface
forms. Since there is no massive pile of severe problems with RBM that everyone agrees to abandon,
RBM is still taught and does exist.   Below is a comparison between the two models.
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A Comparison of RBM and OT
RBM OT
- RBM shows that one input leads to one output - OT has one input; it has an infinite number of
output candidates. However, there is only one
optimal output candidate or the winner.
- Rules are inviolable - Constraints are violable.  It is fatal if the
candidate violates the highest constraint. The
optimal candidate might violate the lowest
constraint.
- Rules are ordered serially; they are applied one - Constraints are ranked in parallel.
at a time in sequence. However, rules can be
applied simultaneously.
- A surface form results from rule application. - A surface form is optimal if it incurs the least
serious violations
- RBM reflects multilevel derivation.  One ruleûs - There are no intermediate stages.
output is the next ruleûs input.
- Rules reveal language-specific.  Rules reflect - Constraints are universal; they are part of UG.
some aspects of phonological behavior in a
particular language.
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